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The hook lift mobile 2/3-fraction spiral shaft separator SPLITTER HOOK consistently con-

tinues the series of hook lift mobile machines. The SPLITTER HOOK is equipped with a 

feeding belt that feeds the material in a well-dosed manner onto the SPLITTER. There it 

undergoes blockage-proof screening with the patented SPLITTER technology.

The flexible inclination adjustment of the discharge belt during operation ensures an 

adjustment of the discharge height of the fine fraction and even allows direct container 

or trailer loading. The one-piece design of the belt reduces leakage and ensures optimum 

discharge of the material stream. The cross belt for discharging the coarse fraction is now 

reversible and enables materials with a large density or volume difference to be separated 

into 3 useful fractions.  

The use of interchangeable screen decks allows the machine to be adapted to highly va-

riable materials. The hydraulic support feet do not only provide an adaptation to other 

machines and local conditions, but they can also be used to adjust the inclination of the 

SPLITTER in order to optimize the screening result.

The SPLITTER HOOK is equipped with 2 modes of operation. The required power can be 

generated by the integrated diesel generator or taken directly from the mains. The menu 

navigation is icon-based, which makes the machine easy, intuitive and requires no trai-

ning. The main areas of application are household and commercial waste, waste wood, 

green waste, scrap metal, slag, compost and biowaste, but also landfill debris and cons-

truction waste. 

The SPLITTER HOOK thus proves to be a mobile specialist in the separation of a 

wide variety of waste types, where other screening systems can cause blockages.  

Powerful SPLITTER for a wide range of materials
The mobile 2/3 fraction spiral shaft screen is the mobile specialist in separating a 
wide range of waste types.
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